Children

How to Be a T. Rex

Stinky Science

by Ryan North

by Edward Kay

JP North
Tyrannosaurus Rex enthusiast Sal
transforms herself into an
uncontrollable T. Rex, partly because
her brother said it would be
impossible, but soon discovers the
downsides of always being fierce.

J612.86 Kay
An uproariously grossed-out tour of
olfactory science explains how the
human sense of smell works, why
smells are closely linked to
memories and what chemicals
create the world's stinkiest smells.

Who Wet My Pants?

Up Verses Down: Poems,
Paintings, and Serious
Nonsense

by Bob Shea
JP Shea
Triggering a blame game upon
discovering that his pants are wet in
an embarrassing way, young beary
Reuben is reassured by his friends
that sometimes accidents
happen and that there is no reason
to be ashamed.

Who Has Wiggle-Waggle
Toes?
by Vicky Shiefman
JP Shiefman
Children are invited to move their
bodies in this interactive, call-andresponse story.

Nonfiction
Even More Lesser Spotted
Animals
by Martin Brown
J591.68 Bro
Find out about largely unseen and
unsung creatures, from the maned
wolf and the beaked whale to
dingisos and dibatags.

Humor

by Calef Brown
J811.6 Bro
Presents a collection of poetry that
is full of zany characters, including
Sleepy LaFeete, who chooses to
snooze in the busiest spots, and
many others.

The Day the Universe
Exploded My Head

Giggle and laugh out loud

by Allan Wolf
J811.6 Wol
Hang on tight for a raucous bounce
through the solar system and
back—propelled by funny, fanciful,
factually sound poems, and
exuberant illustrations.

Last Laughs: Prehistoric
Epitaphs
by J. Patrick Lewis
J818.602 Lew
A tongue-in-cheek collection of
epitaphs imagines how prehistoric
creatures, including the terror bird,
the woolly mammoth, and the T-rex,
met their demise.
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Early Reader
Pass the Ball, Mo!
by David A Adler
JE Adler
Sports-loving Mo tries his hand at
basketball, where he endeavors to
overcome being the shortest player
on his team by diligently learning
how to pass and shoot.

I Will Race You Through
This Book!
by Jonathan Fenske
JE Fenske
Book-It Bunny challenges the reader
to reach the end of the book before
she does.

Bruce's Big Fun Day
by Ryan T. Higgins
JE Higgins
Nibbs the mouse wants to give Bruce
the bear a Big Fun Day, but
unfortunately grumpy Bruce does
not like fun.

Chicken in Mittens
by Adam Lehrhaupt
JE Lehrhaupt
With a warm pair of mittens, Zoey
the chicken and Sam the pig head to
the North Pole on a snowy day,
thanks to their imaginations.

School of Fish

We're Not From Here

by Jane Yolen

by Geoff Rodkey

JE Yolen
A rhyming early reader by the
Caldecott Medal-winning author of
Owl Moon depicts an intrepid little
fish who experiences the myriad
emotions associated with starting at
a new school.

JF Rodkey
After a year on Mars, a young boy
and his family migrate to the planet
Choom, but the Zhuri, who look like
giant mosquitoes, don't really like
humans. It is up to the boy and his
family to change their minds if they
hope to survive.

Fiction
President of Poplar Lane
by Margaret Mincks
JF Mincks
Clover O'Reilly, who struggles to be
heard in her large family, and
comedy magician Mike the Unusual,
who only feels confident onstage,
compete to become Poplar Middle
School's seventh-grade
class president.

Ghost and Bone
by Andrew Prentice

Recipe for Revenge
by Paul Tillery
JF Tillery
When Thundercluck and the
goddess Brunhilde anger the gods of
Asgard, they are forced out and must
face off against a seasoned foe.

Picture Book
The Bass Plays the Bass
and Other Homographs
by Gene Barretta

JF Prentice
A cursed boy who brings death to
everything he touches embarks on a
journey to a magical city of ghosts to
find out who he really is.

JP Barretta
Playing a variety of instruments,
animals at a music festival introduce
words that are spelled the same
but sound different and have
different meanings.

Jake the Fake Goes for
Laughs

Misunderstood Shark:
Starring Shark!

by Craig Robinson

by Ame Dyckman

JF Robinson
Having discovered his natural talent
for comedy at his school's end-ofsemester talent show, Jake decides
to pursue "his art," but can his
comedian-mentor teach Jake
humility as well as humor?

JP Dyckman
Shark interrupts the filming of
"Underwater World With Bob,"
scattering the other creatures (and
the audience), but he claims it is all a
terrible misunderstanding. He would
never think of eating the fish, the
squid, the audience...or Bob.

